As described in the paper, the user of the decision support did not interact directly with the GAMS model. An Excel spreadsheet allowed the user to specify the desired parameters of the assignment problem, as shown in Figure A1 . The interface includes dropdown lists and check boxes to specify which parishes require English-only services, and a drop-down list with "could, can't, must" entries, indicating if a parish could, can't, or must host a priest. The last two columns specify min and max total services over the weekend, while the previous columns contain these limits for each day. The optimize button initiates the solution process and invoked GAMS. 
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As described in the paper, the user of the decision support did not interact directly with the GAMS model. An Excel spreadsheet allowed the user to specify the desired parameters of the assignment problem, as shown in Figure A1 . The interface includes dropdown lists and check boxes to specify which parishes require English-only services, and a drop-down list with "could, can't, must" entries, indicating if a parish could, can't, or must host a priest. The last two columns specify min and max total services over the weekend, while the previous columns contain these limits for each day. The optimize button initiates the solution process and invoked GAMS. 
Output Reports for the User
The DSS created two basic reports for the user. The summary section of the user output report is shown in Figure A2 . It contains summary statistics of priest usage, services and families served, and travel. The detail section shows, for each parish and each day, whether an English-only, bilingual, or no priest is hosted there, how many services are provided, what parishes provide them, and what other parishes each parish serves, if any. Figure A3 contains a section of this report showing this information for 3 parishes. These two reports were produced for the optimal solutions produced by GAMS and for the heuristic solution described in Section 5.4. 
Heuristic Formulation of Priest Assignment Model
The underlying logic of the heuristic is most easily explained if we assume that there are no constraints that specify that a parish must or cannot host a priest, and no "links" constraints that specify that some parish must provide some number of services to another parish on some day (note that these links implicitly assume that the parish providing the services is also a host).
First, all English-only priests are assigned to English-only parishes. Then bilingual priests are assigned to any parishes not yet hosting a priest. The assignments are made to those parishes with the largest potential attendance at services that a hosted priest could deliver there. Then services are assigned, first to satisfy minimal requirements at each parish on each day, then to the priest hosted in a parish, and finally in a way that requires travel, but only if the benefit from marginal attendance is larger than the product of the distance weight and the marginal travel.
Detailed Steps of Heuristic
Step 0
Verify that all of the conditions for a feasible integer solution exist.
Step 1 Sort the English-only parishes (i ∈ E) in decreasing order of potential benefit that a priest could deliver by leading services there. This is the number of families that would attend these services, given by:
If the parish must host a priest, the benefit is given a large bonus to ensure that the parish is chosen as a host; likewise, if the parish can't host a priest, the benefit is reduced to zero to prevent hosting.
Step 2 Assign the first nEng sorted parishes to be homes for English-only priests by setting ê (i)= 1
Step 3 Sort all parishes (i ∈ P) in decreasing order of potential benefit, where parishes that already host an English-only priest are assigned 0 potential benefit and the benefit adjustments made for cannot and must English-only parishes in step 1 are also applied.
Step 4 Assign the first nBil sorted parishes to be homes for bilingual priests by setting b (i) = 1
Step 5 If the user has specified that some parishes provide given numbers of services to others on given days, enforce these constraints by assigning the specified values to the appropriate e or b variables.
Step 6 If a parish hosting a priest has minimum service requirements for Saturday, Sunday or the weekend, assign any available services to meet those minimums.
Step 7 Assign the services required to meet minimum services requirements for Saturday, Sunday or the weekend at both hosting and non-hosting parishes by finding the closest host parish with excess capacity.
Step 8 Assign as many additional services as possible to the parishes that host priests. For parish i on day d this value is: min(remaining capacity of host priest, s (i,d)).
Step 9 Sort all parishes (I ∈ P) in decreasing order of potential marginal benefit of uncovered services. For example, for a bilingual parish, the marginal benefit of uncovered services at parish i would be defined as
